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Introduction and aims: Various epidemiological reports 
indicate that consumption of foods and beverages rich in 
natural polyphenols is associated with lower incidence of 
cardiovascular diseases. (-)-Epicatechin (EPI) is flavanol that 
is present in various foods, mainly in cocoa-derived products. 
EPI is well-absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and it 
can cross the blood–brain barrier, thus it may potentially 
affect a broad spectrum of physiological processes. The aim 
of this study was to determine the effect of EPI on selected 
cardiovascular variables in young and adult spontaneously 
hypertensive (SHR) rats. In addition, the effect of single dose 
of dark chocolate in young people to erythrocyte deformability 

was investigated as decreased erythrocyte deformability 
has been found to be the marker of adverse outcomes in 
cardiovascular diseases (1). 
Methods: Young 5-week SHR males were treated with EPI 
in the dose of 100 mg/kg/day in tap water for 14 days (2). 
Adult 18-19-week SHR were treated with EPI in the dose of 
250 mg/kg/day for 6 days in their diet (3). Blood pressure 
(BP), nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activity and acetylcholine-
induced relaxation were determined as described in detail 
previously (2, 3). Dark (85%) commercially available chocolate 
was administered to young healthy people at the single dose of 
1 g/kg of body weight as described by Radosinska et al. (4) in 
order to detect its effect on deformability of erythrocytes. 
Results and Discussion: We showed that relatively short-term 
treatment of rats with EPI reduces BP in both SHR groups 
(Figure 1A) and increased aortic NOS activity (Figure 1B). 
NO-dependent component of acetylcholine-induced relaxation 
was elevated in both SHR groups, while total endothelium-
dependent relaxation was elevated only in adult SHR (Figure 
2A, 2B). In young SHR, EPI treatment resulted also in 
increased erythrocyte deformability (Figure 3), reduced 
superoxide production and increased total antioxidant capacity 
of plasma. In addition, EPI reduced locomotor hyperactivity 
in young SHR detected in the open field test (2). In humans, 

 
 

Figure 1 Effect of (-)-epicatechin (EPI) on (A) systolic blood pressure (SBP) and (B) aortic 
nitric oxide synthase activity (NOS) in young and adult rats at the end of treatment. *p<0.05 
vs. control (Cont). 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Effect of (-)-epicatechin (EPI) on acetylcholine-induced relaxation and its nitric 
oxide (NO)-dependent and NO-independent components in the aorta of the young SHR (A) 
and in the femoral artery of the adult SHR (B). *p<0.05 vs. control (Cont). 
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Figure 1   Effect of (-)-epicatechin (EPI) on (A) systolic blood 
pressure (SBP) and (B) aortic nitric oxide synthase activity (NOS) 
in young and adult rats at the end of treatment. *p<0.05 vs. control 
(Cont).

Figure 2   Effect of (-)-epicatechin (EPI) on acetylcholine-induced 
relaxation and its nitric oxide (NO)-dependent and NO-indepen-
dent components in the aorta of the young SHR (A) and in the 
femoral artery of the adult SHR (B). *p<0.05 vs. control (Cont).
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single ingestion of dark chocolate increased erythrocyte 
deformability (Figure 3) despite unchanged NO production 
and total antioxidant capacity of plasma (4). 
Experimental studies showed protective effect of EPI in 
various experimental models of hypertension including 
DOCA-salt-induced hypertension, NO-deficient hypertension 
and high-fructose-treatment induced hypertension, which 
were in line with our findings in genetic model of SHR. In 
SHR, beneficial action of EPI was shown to be associated 
with improvement of vascular function via elevation of NO-
dependent component of endothelium-dependent relaxation, 
activation of aortic NOS and reduction of oxidative stress. The 
highest concentrations of EPI and/or EPI-derived metabolites 
in blood were shown about 2 hours after ingestion (5). At 
this time, we found significant effects of dark chocolate in 
humans, specifically on erythrocyte deformability, which is 
critical for effective microcirculation and oxygen delivery to 
all tissues. Indeed, increased perfusion has been determined 
in the cerebral circulation after ingestion of flavanol-rich 
cocoa in humans (6). However, EPI is a  subject of further 
metabolism after ingestion (5), thus the active moiety of EPI, 
which remains to be identified, may differ from EPI itself and 
it might be different in rats and humans. 

Conclusion: Our results achieved in animal and human 
studies suggest that EPI and EPI-containing foods, such 
as dark chocolate, may be a useful in maintenance of 
cardiovascular health. 
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Figure 3 Erythrocyte deformability in young SHR after 2-week (-)-epicatechin (EPI) 
treatment and in humans after the single dark chocolate (Choco) administration. *p<0.05 vs. 
control (Cont). 
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